* indicates map or maps in flat file cabinet, all others in OCTA file drawer

1. Lassen National Forest map, 1983; no notes
2. Modoc National Forest map, 1978: Notes: lines drawn approximating Applegate NHT and Lassen NHT from Goose Lake to Alturas
3. Madras, Oregon, BLM Surface Management Map, 1978, 1:100,000; no notes;
4. Harry Freese brand Modoc County Map (similar to Metsker’s for Oregon), © undated; Note: shows all three Alkali Lakes in Surprise Valley as dry and Goose Lake water level withdrawn north of 41°50’ North Latitude; Notations on the map:
   5. Bloody Point in T47N R6E §18; 2 lines drawn radiating from Happy Camp Lookout, one to central Alturas and the other to some point off the map to the NorthNorthWest and indicating mileages; “Tule Lake” and “Malin” written at corner of north and west margins.
6. “The Applegate Trail, Corvallis to Roseburg, Northwest Chapter Outing, May 20, 2000”; 18 copies, 30 pages of text and 2 covers in a comb binding; 2-page driving instructions; leaders Dick and Trudy Ackerman, advisor Ella Mae Young
7. California State Highway Map, 1986 and one undated, no notes
8. Metsker’s Oregon State Map, © undated, no notes
9. Metsker’s Jackson County (Oregon) Map, © undated, no notes
    Notations: a line drawn approximating the Applegate Trail route from Imlay to 49 Pass at Nevada/California border on one side and a line drawn on the other side from Juntura to Juniper Mountain, approximating the Meek Cutoff west of Stinkingwater Creek.
11. *California NHT and Pony Express NHT National Park Service Study Maps, 1985 and 1987, 1:250,000 USGS 60x120 minute maps, one complete set of 47 maps: 1A, 1 to 46; Notes: a line drawn approximating the proposed routes of the California NHT with all cutoffs and all extensions including the proposed Applegate Trail route to Oregon; a line drawn approximating the proposed route of the Pony Express trail between Sacramento, California, and St. Joseph, Missouri. There are additional copies of segments of the Applegate Trail. There is a cover sheet index to the entire set which indicates, incorrectly, that all maps were dated February 1987.
12. *Applegate Trail traced on a set of 13 maps, numbered 1 to 13, and Yreka Trail on 1 map numbered 5A, 1:100,000 USGS 30 minute maps except #1 (Eugene Mountains, Nevada) and #6 (Klamath Falls, Oregon) are 1:100,000 BLM Surface Management maps; There is no notation indicating who drew the lines on these maps, nor when, nor why, nor is there any documentation regarding the maps.
13. *USGS 30 minute 1:100,000 maps of Gerlach, Nevada; Oakridge, Gerlach, Oregon City, North Santiam River, Oregon; and Vancouver, Washington / Oregon; no notes
14. *BLM 30 minute 1:100,000 Surface Management maps of Yamhill River and Williamson River, Oregon, with no notations
15. “Majors’s 1871 Survey of Oregon-California Border from East to West”; two sets of strip maps, some positive images and some negative images, apparently copied from Oregon Historical Quarterly
16. Eleven maps, USGS 1:24,000 7½ minute scale, cut and pasted to make a long strip
from Truckee to Washington, California; Hobart Mills to Boca, California; and whole maps of Dog Valley and Dutch Flat, California, and Verdi, Nevada; no notes.

*Seventeen Oregon USGS 1:24,000 7½ minute scale maps, no notations unless noted: Vey Ranch, Service Buttes, Butter Creek Junction, Service Buttes, 2 copies, Strawberry Canyon NE, Strawberry Canyon SE, Strawberry Canyon SW, Well Spring, Ione North, Ella, Dalreed Butte, Cecil, Meacham, Cabbage Hill, Cayuse, Thorn Hollow, Mt. Hood South (highlight approximate route of Barlow Road)

National Geographic Society, three two-sided maps, “The Pathfinders 1803-1848” on one side and on the other side “Western Migration 1841-1869”; supplement to National Geographic Magazine, September 2000, Vol. 198 No. 3.

Applegate Trail Events 1994 Calendar and Poster, photo of covered wagons entering High Rock Canyon

1996 Oregon map of Historical Markers and manuscript list
*Barlow Road poster map, 1975, Clackamas and Wasco County Historical Societies
Western Emigrant Trails Map, 2nd Edition, 1993
“Old Oregon Trail” Souvenir Map by “Irvin Shope ‘48”
“Oregon Trail Wagon Train” photo poster, Bayard, Nebraska, no date
“The Oregon Trail – The Highway of the Pioneers” souvenir map, 1984, Oregon City
””The Trail of Lewis & Clark 1804-1806” Oregon Historical Society souvenir map
North Willamette Valley tourist souvenir / advertising poster map
Genealogical County Map of USA, no date
* Original GLO Cartography copies, T1N R19E (1867, John Day River and McDonald’s Ford); T1N R18E, (1867, Webfoot); T41S R11E, (1853, Lost River and Stone Bridge)

Envelope with “Statement of the Services of Guy Haines with United States Govt, 1852-60”; three pages, to which are attached 6 pages of “Exhibits”

Envelope with 11 black & white photos of “Applegate Trail” mostly unidentified locations
Multiple copies of an 8½ x 14 manuscript map of the Applegate Trail and Burnett Trail between Tule Lake and Blue Mountain, in California, by Devere Helfrich; some maps marked with reference to “Klamath County Historical Society Field Trip / Pot Hole Springs, California / Sunday, Sept 24, 1961 / Conducted by Devere and Helen Helfrich”

One copy of a manuscript map of Applegate Trail from Drain to Eugene, for Klamath Echoes

Additional Applegate Trail maps by Devere Helfrich from Bloody Point (Tule Lake, California) to Worden, Oregon; Roseburg to Drain, Oregon; Imlay to Rabbit Hole Springs, Nevada

Directions for driving 2 tour routes for a “Memorial Day Historical Tour” leaving Klamath Falls; the first route described the “historical or longest route” to a “Hot Springs Camp” south of Lake City, California, off the road between Cedarville, California, and Gerlach, Nevada; the second route described the “alternate or shortest route” and went to the same “Hot Springs Camp” and then described the rest of the itinerary to the Double Hot Springs in the Black Rock Desert; four maps are attached showing the described routes beginning from Lakeview, Oregon, and Alturas, California to Gerlach, Nevada, and then on toward Susanville, California,
through the Smoke Creek Desert along the Nobles’ Trail.

Several copies of Devere Helfrich’s manuscript map of the Applegate Trail from Teeter’s Landing, near Keno, Oregon, to “Klamath Junction” where the original Applegate Trail intersected the original Oregon to California trail near Ashland, and the legend “End of this year’s Applegate Trail History” apparently for the 1971 Klamath Echoes.

Several copies of a manuscript map showing outlines of Utah, Nevada, California, Idaho, and Oregon with the Oregon Trail, the California Trail, the Applegate Trail, and the Lassen Trail drawn without scale nor attribution; legend “The Applegate Trail is included under HR 1109 -- -- -- -- “

Three copies of a manuscript map showing the locations of the Levi Scott grave and the Sarah King Chambers grave near Beulah Reservoir north of Juntura, Oregon; letterhead “Ackerman & Associates, 3027 Twin Oak PI NW, Salem, Oregon 97304 / 503-581-0328”

One envelope with copies of transcribed letters relating to Indian relations at the Klamath Reservation, 1865-68, some by or to Lindsay Applegate and J. W. Petit Huntington

One copy of a report by Mark E. Lawrence of March 1979 and one page addendum undated regarding “Applegate Trail Markers” describing the placing of nine and then two more markers between Jenny Creek Slide and Ashland; several copies of maps annotated with the locations of the markers and indicating a scale which does not appear to correspond to the copies.

A copy of a four-page article, including a map; “The Applegate Trail in Benton County” by John E. Smith; no indication of source or date

Three copies of a very brief, single-page, description of the Applegate Trail from Douglas County to Benton County with seven pages of maps and one aerial photo attached; apparently related to an introduction and description of a speech by Dick Ackerman on January 19, 1997, at a joint meeting of the Linn County Historical Society and the Northwest Chapter of OCTA.

One copy of a December 11, 1996, memo from Glenn Harrison to the NW OCTA Executive Committee regarding the schedule for the next calendar year

One envelope containing the agenda for a program to learn stereoscopic aerial photograph ground feature identification with one set of stereoscopic lenses

One envelope containing a draft of an article on the Applegate Trail with photographs, no date, no identified author

One envelope marked “Steve Randolph Records” containing correspondence between Randolph, as a researcher in Pendleton, and Jack Evans (La Grande) and Gregory Franzwa (St Louis, MO); Randolph described his research and provided maps of the Oregon Trail and other very old wagon roads in the Pendleton area which Franzwa incorporated into “Maps of the Oregon Trail” and later editions of *The Oregon Trail Revisited*. Evans related how he provided erroneous information about three sites to Aubrey Haines which were incorporated into Haines’s study and how Haines provided the maps that Haines had copied (or traced) from Percy JC Brown (of the BLM) and the Oregon State Highway Department for tracing by Jack Evans. There is a cover letter by Julie Alford dated December 17, 1996, directing the materials to Vic Bolon in Sequim, WA
One white three-ring binder, 2-inch size; records of Vic Bolon as chairman of mapping and marking projects for Northwest OCTA; projects: Hilgard to Indian Reservation, Hilgard Hill to Mt. Emily Road, Meacham Area, Immigrant Springs, LaGrande to Pendleton, "Trail leaving Pendleton West" to T2N R25E (Boardman, Lexington, west side of Sand Hollow), “Trail surveys Pendleton to Well Spring,” followed by surveys to the crossing of the Deschutes River and across in Wasco County to McCoy Road at T1+2N R14E. This notebook contains a pattern letter and dated permission/prohibition slips dated from 1997 to 2000 describing properties by TRS and sometimes the quarter section with conditions on entry. The material is arranged east to west. Some pages are not attached nor punched for the binder but are loose in a pocket in the front.

Two maps with highlighted approximation of the Oregon Trail, 30 minute 1:62,500 scale; Mitchell Butte and Birch Creek, 1972; both maps are monochrome reproductions from a USGS source without indication of publisher or date

One copy of the northeast corner (sections 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21) of a USGS quad map, 7½ minute series, showing Echo and Echo Meadows and possible trail routes; no date, no author identified for trail route markings

Eleven copy prints of portions of original GLO cartography for T2N R27E to T5N R29E; no notes

One copy of cover of “Maps of Historical Oregon” (Preston) with 11x17 inch copies of some of the maps contained in that atlas which are related to the Oregon Trail

*One copy, six sheets, of the original manuscript map of the Oregon Trail in Oregon created by Earl Bickmore, Assistant Division Engineer, La Grande, Oregon, as lead investigator for the Oregon State Highway Department, based on research and field survey work from 1956 to 1958; provided from the personal library of Jack Evans of La Grande to Stafford Hazelett who copied the maps and returned the originals to Jack Evans.

*Two copy sets of ten strip maps full-sized of the Oregon Trail in Oregon, 1959, “Oregon State Highway Department / The Oregon Trail / Old Fort Boise, Idaho to The Dalles, Oregon / T.E.D. Draw”g No. 6138” with visible portions identified as of 1959

Twenty 8½x11 sheets of copies, each copy approximately one-half of each original map, of the original 10-map 1959 “Oregon State Highway Department / The Oregon Trail / Old Fort Boise, Idaho to The Dalles, Oregon” with visible portions identified as of 1959

Five pages of manuscript notes on yellow legal-sized paper relating to T2N R22E to T3N R31E; probably related to identifying sections with probable traces of the Oregon Trail; no date, no author

Seven pages of manuscript notes on a Challenge Cost Share Trail Survey form, no date, no author, arranged by USGS 7½ minute quad maps from Ione to Nolin

Two page copy of “Oregon-California Trails Association / Northwest Chapter Trail Marker & Site Survey / Section: La Grande to Hilgard / GPS by: C. D. Hornbuckle / Magellan 2000 GPS / Date: June 7, 1997 (National Trails Day outing)”; the document is a list of 48 GPS waypoint sites identified by latitude and longitude, with one exception, with comments indicating what was located at each GPS waypoint, mostly “existing post” or “new post.” There is no reference datum. The
waypoints begin at “45 19 09 / 113 07 22” west of Table Mountain above La Grande and end at “45 20 36 / 118 13 23” in Hilgard Junction State Park on the southeast bank of the Grande Ronde River assuming WGS 84 datum.

Eight page copy of “Oregon-California Trails Association / Northwest Chapter Trail Marker & Site Survey / Date: April 24 - 28, 1998 / Section: Hilgard North / GPS by: C. D. Hornbuckle / Magellan ‘ColorTRAK’ GPS.” The document is a list of 228 GPS waypoint sites identified by latitude and longitude with comments indicating what was located at each GPS waypoint, mostly “existing post” or “new post.” There is no reference datum. The waypoints begin at “45 20 40 / 118 13 35” on the northwest side of Interstate 84 and the Grande Ronde River across from Hilgard Junction State Park and end at “45 27 37 / 118 23 00” near the summit of the Blue Mountains on Interstate 84 assuming WGS84 datum.

Sherman County property assessor’s computer printout of all property owners in the county, April 13, 1996, approximately two hundred pages

One masonite covered folder with two partial sets of USGS 7½ minute quad maps along the route of the Oregon Trail in Oregon

One masonite covered folder with two partial sets of USGS 7½ minute quad maps along the route of the California National Historic Trail, Applegate Trail South Road to Oregon

One masonite covered folder with three partial sets of USGS 7½ minute quad maps along the route of the Barlow Road

One 3-ring binder containing assessors’ plats and permission/refusal slips for land on and along the Oregon Trail in Malheur and Baker Counties used for planning the 2005 mapping and marking projects.


One Garmin 12XL 1996 model GPS, Serial No. 35542090, with manual, 12 volt power cigar lighter adapter, 1 JanSport carrying case, and 52 dead AA batteries (disposed of)

One White Electronics metal detector, Model PRL-1 with ULC950 coil, Serial No. 9082-0269-002, no manual, no cover, and no coil cover

2 fiberglass stake driver/pounders with 2 backpack carriers

35 white fiberglass composite stakes

12 brown fiberglass composite stakes

9 vertical reflective stickers "Oregon Trail" and "Oregon-California Trails Assn" and NPS official OT logo

about 50 vertical reflective stickers "Private Property"

about 60 reflective square stickers NPS official OT logo

9 screw-on plaques NPS official OT logo

about 20 reflective square stickers BLM triangle